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For the wild fishery this trend is not primarily due to:
1. More harvesters
2. Improved gear efficiency
3. Decline in competition from Louisiana 

Data source: Mitch Tarnowski, MD-DNR
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For the wild fishery, I suggest that it is primarily due to:
1. Better fisheries management
2. Improved restoration efforts
3. Development of some disease resistance in wild populations 

Data source: Jim Wesson, VMRC



In most, but not necessarily all, locations planting a thin veneer of 

shells has not been sufficient to promote the development of a 

sustainable reef.
Recruitment + New shell growth <  Shell loss rate

Shell loss rate = f (burial, fouling, dissolution, harvest)



Greater attention to habitat architecture and location

Sufficient 3-D structure to:

• Enhance growth and survival

• Provide persistence of shell substrate

Attention to shell budget:

Recruitment + New shell growth > Shell loss rate

• Good spat set
• High growth rates

• Minimize shell loss
• Low siltation
• Control harvest



Tributary-scale restoration plans that  include:

Metapopulation dynamics, Source-sink 

modeling:

Understanding connections between reefs

From Lipcius et al. 2015. Front. Mar. Sci. 

Detailed bottom mapping:

Identifying the right locations

From NOAA Ches. Bay Office 



Fisheries management: Holistic approach which includes, harvest targets 

based on recent surveys, rotational harvest, and sanctuary reefs.

Rappahannock River, Virginia
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Sanctuary reefs preserve broodstock and DO NOT reduce spatfall

Data from Jim Wesson, VMRC 

Throw away the notion that the reefs “have to be worked to be productive.”
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Sanctuary reefs and improved fisheries management support 

the development of disease resistance

• Strong evidence for MSX resistance

• Evidence for Dermo resistance

This can only happen if sufficient 

numbers of oysters that survive 

disease challenge remain in the water.



Restoration - Sanctuaries
• Working in some places, but not others.  Requires good locations.

• Emergence of natural disease resistance

• Currently limited by the availability of shell – need alternatives

Wild Fishery Enhancement
• Dependent on success of above

• Virtually all of the harvest bars are limited by the availability of shell 

• Will need to reduce latent capacity in the fishery – limited entry

• Develop & enforce quotas that are coupled to oyster abundance
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Historically, the fishery on leased bottom was based 
upon moving wild “seed” oysters to grow-out areas.

Now, a significant portion is based on hatchery 
production and aquaculture.

From Jim Wesson, VMRC 

But, there is a leasing loop hole.



In 2015:
135.6 M single oyster seed planted

35.4 M aquacultured oysters sold

$14.5 M farm gate value

U.S. East Coast leader in oyster 

aquaculture production 

From Hudson and Murray 2016

Cultured oysters sold in VA by Year

2005 - 2015



This development has been enabled by:
• Favorable leasing laws in VA

• Selective breeding for disease resistance and rapid growth

• Triploid development and production

• Formal and informal training programs

• Private investment and innovation

• Strong supporting science—breeding, genetics, disease diagnostics, 

water quality monitoring 



Restoration - Sanctuaries

• Working in some places, but not others.  Requires good locations.

• Emergence of natural disease resistance

• Currently limited by the availability of shell – need alternatives

Wild Fishery Enhancement

• Dependent on success of above

• Virtually all of the harvest bars are limited by availability of shell 

• Will need to reduce latent capacity in the fishery – limited entry

• Develop & enforce quotas that are coupled to oyster abundance

Aquaculture

• Market would appear to support further growth

• Need to manage use conflicts in our coastal waters

• Must maintain a strong science-based development programs –

selective breeding, disease diagnostics & public health



Restoration efforts and sanctuaries are critical to the success of the wild 

oyster fishery.  Creating sanctuaries in the “last best places” is more cost 

effective than restoration in poor location.

- This is not ecology vs. the fishery

- It is the current fishery vs. the future fishery

Leasing laws (in VA) need clarification and effective enforcement tools.

Managing use conflicts, both within the Bay and with adjacent upland 

uses, will be crucial to the expansion of the oyster aquaculture industry.




